**WYOMING RESEARCH PRODUCTS CENTER TRADEMARK FORM**

*Note: For Use by Independent Wyoming Entrepreneurs*

1. **TITLE OF TRADEMARK PROJECT:** Please provide a title for the project (usually the words to be trademarked, unless the trademark consists of only symbol or design elements with no words)

   __________________________________________________________

2. **REPRESENTATION OF THE MARK:** Please provide a clear depiction of the mark. There are two possible mark formats, please mark only ONE (the two types cannot be mixed in one mark):

   - STANDARD CHARACTER FORMAT: used for word(s), letter(s), number(s), or any combination thereof, without claiming any particular font style, size, color, AND without claiming any design element.

   - STYLIZED or DESIGN FORMAT: used for marks with design elements or word(s) or letter(s) having a particular stylized appearance.

   Please Use Text Box To Show The Mark

   __________________________________________________________
3. IDENTIFICATION OF GOODS AND SERVICES: Please provide a statement identifying ALL goods and/or services with which the mark will be used.

4. STATE/FEDERAL REGISTRATION: Trademarks can be registered at the state and national level. Please indicate where you are interested in filing so we can provide the appropriate information in our report (please mark one or both):

☐ FEDERAL REGISTRATION
☐ STATE REGISTRATION

5. MAIN CONTACT INFORMATION: Provide information about the person submitting this form:

Name:
Phone: Fax:
Email:
Address: City: State: Zip:

6. BY SIGNING THIS TRADEMARK FORM, YOU INDICATE THAT YOU ARE USING THIS SERVICE AT YOUR OWN RISK. THE UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING, ITS EMPLOYEES, TRUSTEES, OFFICERS, STUDENTS, INTERNs AND CONSULTANTS EXTEND NO WARRANTIES AND ACCEPT NO LIABILITY BY PROVIDING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES. THE UNIVERSITY PRESERVES ITS CONTRACTUAL SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY.

Name: Date:

Submit To: Wyoming Research Products Center, Dept. 3672, 1000 E. University Ave., Laramie, WY 82071

CONFIDENTIAL